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Curiosity has been a driving force

throughout mankind’s history and 

is still one of its distinguishing

features. The technological devel-

opment we have seen down the

centuries is one manifestation of

the inquisitive human mind.

In our next edition we begin a

series that looks at how ingenuity is

applied beyond the boundaries of

research and business develop-

ment centers. Articles under the

heading ‘Innovative engineering’

will highlight the creativity of our

engineers in adapting ABB’s prod-

uct portfolio to solving customer

issues – no more than ‘business as

usual’ for our local engineering

operations around the globe. 

ABB’s World of Technology is

captured in reports on our newly

released automation product

portfolio and microdrives, plus

ground-breaking battery storage

technologies. In other articles 

you can read how MV vacuum

breakers and fault detection on 

HV transmission lines are benefit-

ing from our researchers’ untiring

efforts. 

Such a kaleidoscope of articles, we

are sure, will appeal to our readers’

curiosity. Progress will continue to

be made as long as man preserves

his desire to innovate and find new

solutions.
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